1. View looking north

2. View looking north-east
1) GUTTER CLEANING TO SINGLE STOREY
PITCHED ROOF'S WITH BRICK SLOPS

Access to gutter via standard window and tower
Tower fits under brick saddle.

Note: where possible position up and down splashers
in same building to allow maintenance staff
to gain access to gutter.

Surfaces:
- Gutter
- Cladding
- Roof slates
- Standards Barn

2) CLEANSING OF HIGH LEVEL WINDOWS TO TWO STOREY BUILDINGS

High level windows to classrooms require windows to be cleaned via a window cleaning pole.

Recommended to all schools.

Surfaces:
- Gutter
- Roof slates
- Standards Barn

3) CLEANING HIGH LEVEL WINDOWS TO REAR OF CLASSROOM HIGH ROOF HOOK

Access to roof via removable ladder, secured at two
points to designated fixing position.

Surfaces:
- Roof
- Cladding
- Roof slates
- Standards Barn

4) CLEANING OF HIGH LEVEL WINDOWS TO TWO STOREY BUILDINGS

High level windows require windows to be cleaned via a window cleaning pole.

Recommended to all schools.

Surfaces:
- Gutter
- Cladding
- Roof slates
- Standards Barn

5) WINDOW CLEANING TO CLEAR STOREY GLAZING / BALCONY / SHUDIO / PLANT HOOK

Access to roof via central ladder, secured at two
points to designated fixing position.

Window cleaning with pole cleaning system

School: Standards Barn

6) VENTILIY CLEANING TO CLEAR STOREY GLAZING / BALCONY / SHUDIO / PLANT HOOK

Access for gutter or window cleaning via standard 50mm wide tower or chimney pickers.

Windows & balustrades cleaned using window
cleaning tool.

School: Standards Barn